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PEFC Checklist - Scheme Administration (PEFC GD 1004:2009) 

1 Scope 

This checklist is used for the assessment of requirements for the administration of PEFC systems outlined in PEFC 1004: 2009, Administration of PEFC scheme.   

Any inconsistencies between this text and the original referred to document will be overruled by the content and wording of the standard or the guide. 

The compliance with these requirements is only evaluated in the first PEFC assessment of a system or on specific request by the PEFC Secretariat.      

2. Checklist 

No. PEFC benchmark requirement 
 

YES / 
NO 

Reference to system documentation (including quotation of relevant text) 

Notification of Certification Bodies 

1. 

Are procedures for the notification of certification bodies in 
place, which comply with chapter 5 of PEFC GD 1004: 
2009, Administration of PEFC scheme?   

 

 

5 PEFC Notification of Certification Bodies 

5.1 The notifying body shall have written 
procedures for the PEFC notification which ensure 
that:  
 

a) the PEFC notified certification body is meeting 
the PEFC Council’s and PEFC endorsed 
scheme’s requirements for certification bodies, 

b) the scope of the PEFC notification, i.e. type of 

Yes 
PEFC-RUSSIA-PL-01:2022 PEFC Russia System 
Regulation 7. PEFC RUSSIA Notification 
PEFC Russia notification shall be in accordance with: 
- ND-001 Guidelines for notification (registration) of certification bodies 

carrying out PEFC forest management certification in the Russian Federation 
under PEFC endorsed national certification system PEFC Russia; 

- ND-002 Guide document for notification (registration) of certification 
bodies carrying out PEFC chain of custody certification in the Russian 
Federation under the national certification system endorsed by PEFC. 

Every CB shall Conclude notification Agreement with PEFC Russia. 
Notification process involves non-discriminatory approach to CBs including 
such aspects as country of origin, membership in any other association etc. 



No. PEFC benchmark requirement 
 

YES / 
NO 

Reference to system documentation (including quotation of relevant text) 

certification (forest management or chain of 
custody certification), certification standards 
and the country covered by the notification, is 
clearly defined, 

c) the PEFC notification may be terminated by the 
notifying body in the case of the certification 
body’s non adherence to the conditions of the 
PEFC notification or in the case of the 
cancellation of the contract between  the PEFC 
Council and the authorised body, 

d) the PEFC notification is based on a written 
contract between the notifying body and the 
PEFC  notified certification body, 

e) the PEFC notified certification body provides 
the notifying body with information on certified 
entities as required by thePEFC Registration  
System, 

f) the PEFC notification does not include any 
discriminatory measures, such as the 
certification body’s country of origin, affiliation 
to an association, etc 

5.2 The notifying body may charge a fee for the PEFC 
notification. The authorised body shall inform the PEFC 
Council about the level of its PEFC notification fees, when 
requested.  

To be notified within PEFC Russia system CB shall:  

- have valid accreditation certificate issued by Accreditation 
Body;  
- give its consent to place its identification and other data in 
publicly available database in accordance with the rules of PEFC 
Russia system.  
- Sign Notification Agreement with PEFC Russia.  

 
ND-001 Guidelines for notification (registration) of certification bodies 
carrying out PEFC forest management certification in the Russian 
Federation under PEFC endorsed national certification system PEFC 
Russia 
5. OBLIGATIONS OF PEFC NOTIFIED (REGISTERED) CERTIFICATION 
BODY 
 
Notified (registered) certification body is obliged: 

- to carry out forest certification according to PEFC Russia rules and 
regulations within the scope of its valid accreditation; 

- to inform PEFC Russia GB about any changes in its accreditation, 
the scope of which covers forest management; 

- to engage auditors and experts meeting PEFC Russia system 
requirements including those who have been given the initial and 
advanced training as well as mentoring; 

- to inform stakeholders about the main forest management 



No. PEFC benchmark requirement 
 

YES / 
NO 

Reference to system documentation (including quotation of relevant text) 

certification audit at least one month prior to the audit; 
- promptly provide PEFC Russia GB with information about each 

forest management certificate issued to any organisation in the 
Russian Federation and/or information on any changes to existing 
certificates within the range of data as specified by PEFC Russia 
GB including information about the auditors and experts who 
carried out certification audit and prepared summary of 
certification report (Appendix 3). 

- to pay its annual notification fee for each issued certificate based 
on the invoice issued by PEFC Russia GB.  

ND-002 Guide document for notification (registration) of certification 
bodies carrying out PEFC chain of custody certification in the Russian 
Federation under the national certification system endorsed by PEFC. 
5. Obligations of PEFC Notified (Registered) Certification Body 
 
Notified (registered) certification body is obliged: 

- to carry out forest certification according to PEFC Russia GB rules 
and regulations within the scope of its valid accreditation; 

- inform PEFC Russia GB on any changes in its accreditation, the 
scope of which covers chain of custody; 

- to engage auditors and experts meeting PEFC Russia system 
requirements including those who have been given the initial and 
advanced training as well as mentoring; 

- inform its stakeholders about the main chain of custody 
certification audit at least one month prior to the audit; 

- promptly provide PEFC Russia GB with information about each 



No. PEFC benchmark requirement 
 

YES / 
NO 

Reference to system documentation (including quotation of relevant text) 

chain of custody certificate issued to any organisation in the 
Russian Federation and/or information on any changes in existing 
certificates within the range of data as specified by PEFC Russia 
GB including information about the auditors and experts who 
carried out certification audit and summary report; 

- to pay its annual notification (registration) fee for each issued 
certificate based on the invoice issued by PEFC Russia GB.  

 

7.1. PEFC Russia notification validity  

The validity period of PEFC Russia notification is the same as the the 
validity period of accreditation of the certification body. PEFC Russia GB is 
entitled to suspend or withdraw notification in case of breach of agreement by 
certification body.  
 

7.2. PEFC notification fee  
Certification Bodies shall pay notification fee. Notification (registration) 

fee is a compulsory fee paid by CB to PEFC Russia GB for use of standards, 
rules, certification and registration procedures of PEFC Russia and PEFC 
International.  

 
Without any delay (within 5 days) CB shall provide PEFC Russia GB 

with true information about each chain of custody certificate issued to any 
organisation in the Russian Federation and/or information on any changes to 



No. PEFC benchmark requirement 
 

YES / 
NO 

Reference to system documentation (including quotation of relevant text) 

existing certificates (within 5 days) within the range of data as specified by 
PEFC Russia GB in: 

- ND-001 Guidelines for notification (registration) of certification bodies 
carrying out PEFC forest management certification in the Russian Federation 
under PEFC endorsed national certification system PEFC Russia; 

- ND-002 Guide document for notification (registration) of certification 
bodies carrying out PEFC chain of custody certification in the Russian 
Federation under the national certification system endorsed by PEFC. 

Once every three months (quarterly) and not later than 15 December, 
15 Match, 15 June and 15 September of each calendar year CB shall provide 
an information on planned certification events and activities related to issued 
certificates: certificate number, name of certificate holder, planned 
event/activity (withdrawal, suspension, annual monitoring, recertification audit 
and prolongation), annual turnover of organisation (certificate holder). These 
data are the ground for invoicing and notification (registration) fee payment.   

Quarterly CB shall pay its notification (registration) fee to PEFC 
Russia based on the invoice received from PEFC Russia GB. Notification 
(registration) fee is calculated per each issued FM certificate based on 
certified area and per each issued CoC certificate based on annual turnover 
amount. Notification (registration) fee rates are set for each calendar year in 
Swiss franks (CHF) by PEFC Russia GB not later than 1 December. 
Notification (registration) fee rates are set by the Management Committee of 
PEFC Russia and published on its website www.pefc.ru. All payments shall 
only be made in Rubles in accordance with the applicable requirements. 
Notification (registration) fee for new certificates issued during the current 
quarter shall be calculated respectively per number of days when the 



No. PEFC benchmark requirement 
 

YES / 
NO 

Reference to system documentation (including quotation of relevant text) 

certificate has been valid. 
Not later than 20th day of each month preceding the beginning of 

each quarter PEFC Russia GB shall issue an invoice for quarterly notification 
(registration) fee payment. 

CB shall pay its quarterly notification (registration) fee to PEFC Russia 
GB within 5 days from the invoice issue date. In case of breach of payment 
deadline CB shall pay additional penalties in the amount of 0,3% of the total sum of 
notification (registration) fees for each day overdue but no more than the total amount 
of annual notification (registration) fees. Delay in notification (registration) fee 
payment exceeding 30 calendar days may be the ground for Notification 
(Registration) Contract termination. 

In case when CB is a foreign contractor, it shall pay its notification 
(registration) fee for each issued certificate only in Rubles through its 
branches or representative offices registered in the Russian Federation.   

PEFC Russia GB shall inform PEFC Council about its notification fee 
rates upon written request. 
 

PEFC logo usage licence 

2.  

Are procedures for the issuance of PEFC Logo usage 
licenses in place, which comply with chapter 6 of PEFC GD 
1004: 2009, Administration of PEFC scheme? 

 

 PEFC logo usage licence  

Yes PEFC-RUSSIA-PL-01:2022 PEFC Russia System Regulation;  

4.3. PEFC trademark/logo usage 

Procedures for PEFC logo licence issue shall comply with the 
requirements of the following standards and guide documents: 



No. PEFC benchmark requirement 
 

YES / 
NO 

Reference to system documentation (including quotation of relevant text) 

6.1. Coverage of the PEFC Logo usage licence  

6.1.1 The PEFC PEFC Logo usage licence shall be 
issued to an individual legal entity based on the 
requirements of PEFC ST 2001:2008. 
Note: Where the PEFC certification covers several legal entities, for 
example where group and regional forest certification covers a number of 
forest owners / managers (independent legal entities) or where multi-site 
certification covers several sites which are legally independent entities, 
each legal entity shall apply for its own PEFC Logo usage licence. 

6.1.2 The PEFC Council and authorised bodies may 
issue a PEFC Logo usage multi-licence to a holder of a 
multi-site chain of custody certificate, which covers the 
whole or a part of the multisite organisation provided that: 
 

a) the central office and the sites are a part of a 
single legal entity or  

b) the central office and the sites are a part of a 
single company with a single management and 
organisational structure.  

Note: The multi-licence cannot be issued to a multi-site chain of custody 
certificate holder where the sites are independent legal entities without a 
single management and organisational structure and where the multi-site 
organisation has only been created for the purpose of the PEFC 
certification. 

6.2 Issuance of PEFC Logo usage licences  

6.2.1 The licensing body shall have written procedures 
for the PEFC Logo licensing which ensure that:  
 

a) the PEFC Logo usage licence is based on a written 

PEFC ST 2001:2020 , PEFC Trademarks Rules – Requirements; 
PEFC ST 2002:2020, Chain of Custody of Forest and Tree Based 

Products – Requirements; 
PEFC GD 1004:2009, Administration of PEFC scheme; 
PEFC GD 1005:2020, Issuance of PEFC trademarks usage licences 

by the PEFC Council; 
PEFC GD 1008:2019, PEFC Information and Registration System – 

Data Requirements  
GLI 4/2007, PEFC CODING SYSTEM  
 

PEFC RUSSIA Governing Body issues PEFC trademark usage 
licence. PEFC trademark shall be used in accordance with PEFC ST 
2001:2020, PEFC Trademarks Rules – Requirements. 

Certification Body controls PEFC trademark/logo usage (if certified 
organisation uses PEFC logo) and informs PEFC Russia GB about identified 
nonconformities.  

PEFC logo licence is issued to an individual legal entity based on 
PEFC ST 2001:2020, PEFC Trademarks Rules – Requirements. 

 
Note: In case when PEFC certification covers several legal entities, for 

example if group certification covers a number of forest owners / managers 
(independent legal entities) or if multi-site certification covers several sites 
which are legally independent entities, each legal entity shall apply for its own 



No. PEFC benchmark requirement 
 

YES / 
NO 

Reference to system documentation (including quotation of relevant text) 

contract between the licensing body and the PEFC Logo 
user, 

b) the PEFC logo user complies with the PEFC Logo 
usage rules (PEFC ST 2001:2008), 

c) the scope of the PEFC Logo usage (logo usage groups) 
is clearly defined, 

d) the PEFC Logo usage licence can be terminated by the 
licensing body in the case of the PEFC Logo user’s non 
adherence to the conditions of the PEFC logo usage 
rules (PEFC ST 2001:2008) or in the case of 
cancellation of the contract between the PEFC Council 
and the authorised body. 

e) where unauthorised use has taken place, the PEFC 
Logo usage licence provides for contractual penalty of 
one fifth of the market value of the products to which the 
unauthorised logo use relates, unless the PEFC Logo 
user proves that such unauthorised use was 
unintentional. In the latter case, the penalty will be 
limited to 15 000 CHF. 

6.2.2 The licensing body shall have a mechanism for the 
investigation and enforcement of the compliance with 
PEFC Logo usage rules (PEFC ST 2001:2008) and shall 
take actions, including legal if necessary, to protect the 
PEFC Logo trademark. 
 

 

 

PEFC trademark usage licence.  
PEFC Russia may issue a PEFC trademark usage multi-licence to a 

holder of a multi-site chain of custody certificate, which covers the whole or a 
part of the multi-site organisation provided that:  

the central office and the sites are a part of a single legal entity or  

the central office and the sites are a part of a single company with a 
single management and organisational structure.  

Note: Multi-licence cannot be issued to a multi-site chain of custody 
certificate holder if the sites are independent legal entities without a single 
management and organisational structure and where the multi-site 
organisation has only been created for the purpose of the PEFC certification.  

PEFC logo usage licence can be issued provided that:  

- a written agreement is concluded between PEFC Russia and 
PEFC logo user;  

PEFC logo user complies with the requirements of PEFC ST 
2001:2020, PEFC Trademarks Rules – Requirements; 

- the scope of PEFC logo use is clearly defined (groups of logo 
users). 

Notes: PEFC logo use licence can be terminated by PEFC Russia if 
logo user doesn’t comply with “PEFC ST 2001:2020, PEFC Trademarks 
Rules – Requirements” or in case the contract between PEFC Council and 
PEFC Russia is terminated.  

In case of unauthorised PEFC logo use, contractual penalty in the 
amount of one fifth of the market value of the products to which the 



No. PEFC benchmark requirement 
 

YES / 
NO 

Reference to system documentation (including quotation of relevant text) 

 
 

unauthorised PEFC Logo relates shall be imposed unless PEFC Logo user 
proves that such unauthorised use was unintentional. In the latter case, the 
penalty will be limited to 15,000 CHF.  

All cases of unauthorised PEFC logo use shall be considered by 
PEFC Russia Appeals Commission. 

On the basis of decision taken by Appeals Commission, PEFC Russia 
shall send a letter of notification to PEFC logo user and request to eliminate 
violations of PEFC ST 2001:2020, PEFC Trademarks Rules – Requirements. 
The following coercive measures can be taken to rules breaker:  

- PEFC logo usage licence termination; 

- penalties;  

- legal proceedings to protect PEFC trademark (logo).  
 

Complaints and dispute procedures 

3. 

Are complaint and dispute procedures in place, which 
comply with chapter 8 of PEFC GD 1004: 2009, 
Administration of PEFC scheme?  

 

 

8 Complaints and dispute 
procedures 

Yes 
PEFC-RUSSIA-PL-01:2022 PEFC Russia System 
Regulation 5. Applications containing complaints, 
appeals, objections and claims and procedures for theirs 
resolution  

PEFC Russia is committed to extrajudicial conflicts resolution and is 
guided by the requirements of chapter 8 of “PEFC GD 1004: 2009 
Administration of PEFC scheme” as well as: 

 - PEFC-RUSSIA-PL-03:2022 Provisions on commission dealing with 



No. PEFC benchmark requirement 
 

YES / 
NO 

Reference to system documentation (including quotation of relevant text) 

8.1 The PEFC Council and the authorised bodies shall 
have written procedures for dealing with complaints relating 
to the governance and administration of the PEFC scheme.  

8.2 Upon receipt of the complaint, the procedures shall 
provide for:  
 

a) acknowledgement of the complaint to the 
complainant,  

b) gathering and verification of all necessary 
information, validation and impartial evaluation 
of the complaint, and decision making on the 
complaint,  

c) formal communication of the decision on the 
complaint and the complaint handling process 
to the complainant and concerned parties,  

d) appropriate corrective and preventive actions.  

applications containing complaints, appeals or claims in relation to forest 
certification system PEFC RUSSIA; 

- PEFC-RUSSIA-PR-01:2022 Procedures for handling applications 
containing complaints, appeals or claims in relation to forest certification 
system PEFC Russia. 

Other forest certification entities as well as CBs should also be 
committed to follow extrajudicial conflicts resolution procedures. 

Forest certification entity shall establish a mechanism for disputes 
resolution including compensation procedure for damage cause to local 
communities and/or indigenous people as a result of its activities. Extrajudicial 
procedures for resolution of disputes arising out of the economic activities and 
including for example, as a temporary measure, reasonable opportunities for 
the parties to participate in decision making process related to forest 
management issues with due regard to the order, roles and responsibilities 
stipulated in policies and laws in force on the territory of certification shall be 
developed and documented. 

Any discontent (complaints, appeals, objections, claims) in relation to 
PEFC Russia system shall be sent directly to Director of PEFC Russia. PEFC 
Russia will form a Commission dealing with applications containing 
complaints, appeals or claims (Appeals Commission).  

Appeals Commission shall act in accordance with the following 
documents: 

 - PEFC-RUSSIA-PL-03:2022 Provisions on commission dealing with 
applications containing complaints, appeals or claims in relation to forest 
certification system PEFC RUSSIA; 

- PEFC-RUSSIA-PR-01:2022 Procedures for handling applications 
containing complaints, appeals or claims in relation to forest certification 



No. PEFC benchmark requirement 
 

YES / 
NO 

Reference to system documentation (including quotation of relevant text) 

system PEFC Russia. 
Appeals Commission shall: 
- acknowledge receipt of a letter containing discontent (complaint, 

appeal, objection, claim); 
- gather and consider necessary information, check credibility, carry 

out impartial assessment of discontent and make a decision; 
- send an official letter to Appellant specifying process of resolution 

and decision taken in respect to his appeal (as well as to stakeholders if 
required); 

- based on the results of discontent consideration Appeals 
Commission provides PEFC Russia and Working Group on standards setting 
with recommendations on how its activities and normative as well as 
organisational and methodical documents of PEFC RUSSIA system can be 
improved. 

Having received the results of discontent consideration from Appeals 
Commission, PEFC Russia takes necessary corrective and preventive 
measures. 

Any discontent (complaints, appeals, objections, claims) related to 
certification process under PEFC Russia system shall be sent in accordance 
with the corresponding procedures to accredited certification bodies.  

In case the applicant is not satisfied with the results of application 
consideration by CB, PEFC RUSSIA cannot directly influence this process. 
Meanwhile, PEFC Russia encourages applicants to seek justice firmly and 
can file its own application in view of the issue in question. 



No. PEFC benchmark requirement 
 

YES / 
NO 

Reference to system documentation (including quotation of relevant text) 

 

 

 

 

 


